A Set of Test Matrices 1. Introduction.
For the testing of the adequacy and efficiency of any computing method it is clearly very desirable to have readily available a set of reliable test data. The material discussed below has been found by the author to be of great utility for this purpose. It is surmised that it may also be of interest to many others engaged in the testing of new techniques for the inversion of matrices and the determination of characteristic roots and vectors. Furthermore, the results may be of interest also for purely theoretical reasons.
The exact inverses of a sequence of ten nonsymmetric and again of ten symmetric matrices of extremely poor condition, their determinants, and their largest and smallest characteristic roots and associated vectors as well have all been calculated. These are available in the UMT file. These matrices were obtained by a simple modification of the well known Hilbert matrix, and while they share many features characteristic of that matrix, they differ from it in many other important aspects. The data calculated also permit an examination of the closeness of certain bounds proposed by Ostrowski, Parker, et al. 2. The sequence of matrices. The set of matrices mentioned above is obtained from the sequence of "positive" matrices. c. The characteristic root of largest absolute value is positive, that of smallest absolute value negative.
The nonsymmetric matrices A" are thus finite segments of a matrix A which is closely related to the well known symmetric Hilbert matrix (2.1) B = (jb«), bn -+ 1)-
The matrix B has been discussed in many places, e.g., by Todd [1] , and many of its properties are now known.
In giving brief sketches in substantiation of some of the properties of An we shall prove first that 8n satisfies the following recursion formula: (2.2) for n = 1, 2, 3, • • •, with 8t = 1.
Multiplying each column of dn+1 by the denominator in the last row, and then dividing outside by the product of these factors, yields 1 (n + l)(n + 2)---(2n + 1) n + 1 n + 2 n + 1 n + 2 2n + 1 2n + 1
The following further steps, carried out in the order indicated, lead to (2.2): 1. Subtract the last column from each of the others, making use of the fact that n + j 2n + 1
2. Remove from the first n columns the respective factors n, n -1, • ■ 1 to the outside, and reduce the determinant to the order n. 3. Finally remove from all the rows except the first the respective factors
which proves (2.2).
The solution of the difference formula (2.3) leads to (2.4)
In [1 j it was shown that for the finite segment Bn of order n of Hilbert's matrix,
The value of dn may be estimated quite easily using (2.2) and Stirling's formula n\ ~ (ra/e)n(27m)1/2; the result is with <b{n) of the form Cow2, Co denoting a constant. The existence of a positive characteristic root also follows from the result of Frobenius
[2] that the root \m of largest absolute value of any positive nondecomposable matrix is positive and simple, and may be associated with a proper vector having positive components only, the only vector possible that possesses this property.
Estimates for the X, are readily calculated from the following theorem due to
Parker [3] :
Let U = (iiij) be an arbitrary matrix of order n. Put Furthermore, the number £ way be replaced by any other number. Applying (2.5) to the matrix A ", for £ = 0, it is seen that the maximum column sum T is a bound: The inverses and determinants. The first ten inversions were carried out by the method of partitioning [5] . A tabulation of the inverse 46_1 computed by this method is given in Table 2 . Certain interesting properties of these inverses have already been pointed out before. The following features of the A "_1 are also noteworthy: a. It is seen that for j > I, j > 1, for n even sgn 4"} = \ (-l)w-i for i > 1, j > 2, for n odd (-{)*+> for i > 1, j = 1, for n odd. Table lb . It has been stated [6] that "average" matrices have Af-condition numbers of the order n112 log n, and P-condition numbers of the order n. In the light of such orders for condition numbers the matrices A" must indeed be called extremely pathological.
There is a large number of techniques in matrix algebra which are specifically restricted to symmetric positive matrices H; for the use of such procedures there have been calculated the matrices Table 3 .
7T2/6 -£ (* + j)-2.
f 5369 provided the initial arbitrary vector Xo(n) is not orthogonal to xm(n). The rate of convergence increases with the ratio between \m{n) and the next characteristic root of A".
The absolutely largest elements of An occur in the first row; it is therefore advisable to normalize the xmm by keeping its first element equal to unity. In carrying out the computation a considerable saving in labor may be further achieved by utilizing the values of xm<n) obtained at the nth step to start the next step with a vector Xo("+1) whose first n components were identical with Xmm. Proceeding in this manner there was obtained in seven or less iterations an agreement to six decimal places in both characteristic roots and vectors. The characteristic roots Xm'"' are shown in the middle column of Table 4 ; as indicated by (2.6) they actually do not grow faster than log n.
The characteristic vectors Xmm belonging to the Xjf(n) are listed in Table 5a . Their smallest components Xm" seem to decrease as n~l. The bounds given in (2.7) thus seem a bit wide.
The characteristic roots Xm(n) = uu{n) of least absolute value were also calculated, together with their characteristic vectors xm(n), now normalized to have their last component equal to unity. The values of \m(n) are shown in the third column of Table 4 . Here the inequality (2.8), with £ = 0, is found to restrict the roots fairly well, the upper bounds-min (5(n), J^"')-1 being, at least for n < 10, less than 30 per cent too high.
For purposes of comparison the resulting condition numbers P(An) were also computed; they are exhibited in the last column of 
